
Basic Guidance on Shelter Improvement and Maintenance
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1. Protect your shelter from landslide and water logging
Inspect the slopes next to your shelter and stabilize them regularly using sand bags / plastic sheeting / bamboo fence / vetiver grass

create drainage around your shelter and maintain it clean
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raise your shelter’s plinth from ground level to avoid rain water getting inside

raise your shelter’s plinth using 
compacted soil

you may also use sand bags /jute bags 
filled with 1:6 ratio cement : sand mix 
around the plinth

you may use split bamboo to 
stabilise the sides of the drainage 
canal

regularly clean your drainage ensure that waste water from cooking / 
bathing is also drained

1. Protect your shelter from landslide and water logging
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2. Keep the bamboo off the ground to improve durability
Have a strong foundation and raise the bamboo poles from the ground to prevent decay

dig 2 feet deep footing pits. Place 
the footings. Fill the footing pits 
with soil and compact the soil 
firmly

keep bamboo off the ground



2. Keep the bamboo off the ground to improve durability
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Regularly inspect all elements of the foundation

regularly inspect the 
bolts, the washers 
and the screws in the 
connection between 
the foundation and the 
bamboo pole. 
tighten them regularly, 
but be carefull not to 
crush the bamboo. 

regularly compact the soil around 
the foundation.

check for rust and paint with red 
oxide primer if needed.
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3. Reinforce your shelter with bracing
Reinforce your shelter structure with rope or bamboo diagonal bracing

Rope bracing
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3. Reinforce your shelter with bracing
Reinforce your shelter structure with rope or bamboo diagonal bracing

Use thick bamboo or metal dowels to connect diagonal bamboo bracing
Use thick bamboo or metal dowels to connect diagonal bamboo bracing
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4. Strong ties and connections will make the shelter stronger 
have strong connections in your shelter

square lashing diagonal lashing

column / beam | fish mouth connection

column / beam | square connection

be aware of the nodal placement importance in your shelter connections

always leave a node 
after the joint



4. Strong ties and connections will make the shelter stronger 
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regularly check your lashing regularly check if the bamboo poles have any pest infestation - dust is a sign of pest infestation

protect the bamboo poles bottom section from
sun and rain using small pieces of split bamboo

regularly check your bamboo poles for spliting

use wire to reinforce the nodes, to stop spliting to continue further replace rotten bamboo

dust dust dust



Roll the tarpaulin around the 
bamboo at the end of the roof

tighten the tarpaulin around the bamboo and 
secure it to the  roof structure in several locations

regularly check if the tarpaulin has any holes or any other kind of damage. Make sure the tarpaulin is tightly stretched.
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5. Secure your tarpaulin against damage

you may use a second tarpaulin to cover the damaged tarpaulin. This will also provide better insulation.



6. Secure the roof structure using tie-down
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7. Openings in the wall for ventilation make shelter more comfortable and 
safer

use bamboo weaving on the walls and roof to improve  
insulation

air flow through garenja

create windows and garenja for air flow, to cool 
the interior of the shelter

air flow through garenja air flow through garenja and windows

make partitions for privacy



air flow through garenja and windows

8. Keep your shelter safe from fire
do not cook inside a completely closed shelter

if you cook with gas, do it next to a 
window and place the gas cylinder at 
least 4 feet away from the stove and 
the flame. 
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if you have to cook inside the shelter, 
install your cooking area next to a 
window. Build mud walls around the 
fire to protect the bamboo.

metal sheet
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